
APP USER GUIDE



Preparations

How to connect and play on Chessnut APP

Thank you for your support of Chessnut. Here is a quick guide for how to easily set-up Chessnut AIR and 
connect it to our APP.

Power on the board：Long press the power button on the side of the board to turn on it. The Power LED 
will light up green and the Bluetooth LED will flash blue which means waiting for connection.
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Open the Chessnut APP on your device1

2

3Long press the power button on the side of the board to turn on it. The Power LED will light up green and 
the Bluetooth LED will flash blue which means waiting for connection.

Download Chessnut APP from our website: https://www.chessnutech.com/download or Apple APP Store/Google 
Play Store by searching “Chessnut”.

2Connect the board

a. Click the connect button in the upper right corner. 

b.It is possible that a prompt will pop up requesting the location or Bluetooth permission of the device. Please
     agree or it will not be able to connect normally. 



d.Put your board close to your device. The connection will be done automatically

e.Click the button in the upper left corner to return to the main page

For now you can play games with AI or your friends with the board. If you want to use more functions, you need to 
sign up a Chessnut account for further uses. 

c.Ensure the Bluetooth LED on the side of the board is flashing blue, if it is off, short press the Power button to put 
     it back into the state of waiting for a connection



Sign up an account3

a. Click the menu button in the upper left corner to bring up the sidebar

b. Click the Sign In button

c. Click “Sign Up Now” in the middle

d. Fill in your details and get a verification code via email by clicking “Get Code”



e. A verification code will be sent to your email. Please check your mailbox to find it. If you cannot find it in your 
     inbox, please check the Trash/Junk box

f. Fill in the code and finish the registration

Play online (Lichess/Chess.com)4

a. Click the menu button in the upper left corner to bring up the sidebar

 b. Click “Connect accounts”

c. Log in your Lichess account/Fill in your username on chess.com



Study5

a. Playing Puzzles with the board is under development. We will release it later

 b. Board Editor: you can set up any positions with this function

d. Notice: Restrictions of playing on Lichess
Engine assistance, or any kind of outside help, is strictly forbidden

Time controls: Rapid, Classical and Correspondence only For direct challenges and games vs AI, Blitz is also 
possible.

e. Get back to the main page, click “Online”

f.  Choose the platform you want to play

g. Put the pieces on the board and place them in their original positions

h. Start a game


